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 The DR-X series was introduced in 
January 2019 as the next generation of 
TASCAM’s ‘professional grade’ 
handheld recorders. All recorders in 

the range are powered via normal AA 
batteries (three in the case of the DE-40X) 
that should juice the recorder for around 16 
hours. Recordings are stored on a microSD/
SDXC card (maximum capacity 128Gb). The 
two stereo DR-X models have fixed (for the 
£115 DR-05X) and swivelling AB/XY built-in 
mics (the £145 DR-07X), while the top of the 
range £190 DR-40X adds balanced XLR/jack 
combo inputs with 48V phantom power, 4 
track recording and a wired remote option. 

At Resolution magazine we’ve been great 
proponents of the new generation of 
microphones and recording devices which 
connect directly to iPhones. However, use in the 
field has slightly dulled our enthusiasm — smart 
phones are fiddly — and pre-show messages 
such as ‘to unlock this software attach the 
device’ are guaranteed to make the operator 
yearn for a bit of dedicated hardware. Hence, it 
was immediately disappointing to discover the 
headphone monitoring and built-in speaker 
output from the DR-40X seemed low in level 
— too low for QC on a busy street. I later 
discovered a ‘hidden’ feature: on the main menu 
(top left circular pad quadrant), under IO 
Setting, is an item called Level Align which 
gives a much needed +6dB or more boost to 
the monitoring — invaluable on a noisy set. 

The DR-40X is well served by its software, 
with a host of options including Playback EQ, 
Auto-Tone function (providing an audio cue 
tone identifying each recording take), Auto-
recording start/stop (with thresholds of 
-6dB/-12dB (default)/-24dB/-48dB), and a low 
cut input filter selectable to 40Hz, 80Hz, 120Hz 
or 220Hz.

Four track recording 
The four tracks can be deployed either in dual, 
4-chan or overdub modes, with three LEDs to 
the left of the LCD indicating which mode is 
selected, and two buttons below the display 
allowing tracks to be soloed or selected in 
order to change gain. A dedicated Rec Mode 
button to the right under the LCD selects 
mono/stereo/dual/4-chan/overdub (there’s 
even a little monitor mixer in software!), and 
Source is selectable to: L-R signals of built-in 
mics mixed and recorded in mono/built-in 
stereo/external stereo/external Mid-Side with 
an MS decoder for monitoring. The circular 
control pad accesses menu items, mixer and 
transport controls.

On the left of the device is Line Out, a Hold 

button, Input Level and a selector switch for the 
XLR/Jack combi-inputs on the base of the unit. 
The mics on the top can be used either in XY 
mode, or can be flipped out from behind their 
protective metal brackets for an AB setup. A 
word of warning: when viewed by an airport 
X-ray machine, these metal brackets apparently 
make the unit resemble a large Taser! On the 
right of the device is the SD card slot, and a 
mini-USB connector. The USB can be either 
used to power the DR-40X from a 5V power 
brick or some-such, or deploys the unit as an 
external SD card reader for a computer, or as 
an audio interface for a computer. This later 
feature is really handy — a 44.1/48kHz interface, 
with analogue input gain controls and all the 
internal TASCAM features — selectable either 
for use with Mac/PC or with an iOS device such 
as iPad.

Input options
The internal mics are crisp sounding, suitable 

for vocal recording, but susceptible to wind 
and handling noise. The obvious position for 
a recorder of this type in an interview 

situation is placed vertically, with internal mics 
directed to each speaker. This is unfortunately 
not possible, as TASCAM have chosen Neutrik 
NCJ6FA-V XLRs, which have a prominent 
push-to-release catch, which also tends to get 
hooked on fabric. I appreciate the desire to 
install a locking connector for use with phantom 
powered external mics, but it would have been 
far better to have chosen a combi connector 
with a recessed or pin-operated release.

Having the external 
mic inputs with 
phantom power is a 
persuasive extra 
feature, as it opens up 
the possibility of use 
with shotgun, lavalier or handheld wired mics. 
However, we measured the Equivalent Input 
Noise (EIN) of the DR-40X mic pres at a 
disappointing -109dBu(A), delivering some 
audible hiss, especially at higher gain settings. 
The mic pres on its predecessor the DR-40 
were also a bit noisy, which seems to indicate 
the new version has simply retained the design. 
Consequently we can’t really recommend use 
with dynamic microphones or low-output 
lavaliers. It just goes to show how finely-judged 
the economics of hardware manufacturing is at 
this end of the market: the Tascam DR-
100MKIII, at £100 more than the DR-40X, has 
relatively clean mic pres with an EIN of -124dBu.

The DR-40X has plenty of clever software 
features — such as loop playback and the VSA 
function, which can change playback speed in a 
range from 50% to 200% of normal, without 
changing pitch. Despite its plastic construction, 
the TASCAM has a robust feel, and the 
provision of a socket by the battery bay for a 
stand-mount, the swivelling internal mics, and 
external ins which support both P48 mic and 
+4dBu line-level make the DR-40X a great 
choice for the sound recordist on a budget.  

TASCAM DR-40X
NIGEL JOPSON test a portable recorder which doubles as an iOS interface

PROS 4 tracks, multiple input choices, MS 
decoder, ability to use as a bi-directional 
USB interface with iOS.

CONS  Internal mics susceptible to wind and 
handling noise, mic preamps a bit noisy.
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